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10:35 Enea, Jan Häglund, CEO

10:45 Gapwaves, Lars-Inge Sjöqvist, CEO
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ABOUT REDEYE RESEARCH-POWERED INVESTMENT BANKING

Leading Nordic Investment Bank
Leading Advisor for Growth Companies

Founded  1999
Under supervision of the Swedish FSA

Employees   65+
Analysts: 20

Corporate Advisory: 20

Ownership   Partner owned

Redeye.se   140,000+
Attracting 140,000+ unique visitors monthly

Corporate Broking 135+
135+ public corporates as clients

Key Specialties Tech & Life Science

Corporate Finance   150+
150+ transactions executed over the last five years

Focused themes   10+
Includes 5G, AI, AR, Autotech, Cybersecurity, Disease of  
the Brain, Envirotech, Fight Cancer, Digital Entertainment  
and SaaS 

Redeye Corporate Advisory
Leading Advisor for Growth Companies

Corporate Broking
• In-depth research coverage – sector expertise 

• Investor events & activities

• Create brand awareness, credibility and manage  
 expectations

• Stratetgic advise regarding how to create the optimal   
 shareholder structure and build a strong and  
 well-positioned financial brand

Certified Adviser
• Requirement for companies listed on Nasdaq First North  
 incl. Premier

• Ensures compliance with Nasdaq Rule Book

• CA-breakfast seminars and newsletters to ensure client  
 companies are up-to-date with the latest information and  
 hot topics

Corporate Finance
• The go-to adviser for growth companies

• One of the most active advisors within the segment

• Leading adviser within private and public transactions

• Highly skilled team with vast experience from private and  
 public transactions

• Over 150+ executed transactions including IPO:s, 

ECM
• The most relevant investor network for growth companies

• Matching companies with the right investors

• Broad network of investors including institutional investors,  
 family offices and retail investors
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THE REDEYE TECHNOLOGY TEAM

Erik Kramming
Client Manager & Head of Technology

Erik has a Master of Science in finance from Stockholm University. His previous work has included a position at 
Handelsbanken Capital Markets. At Redeye, Erik works with Corporate Broking for the Technology team.

Greger Johansson
Client Manager & Co-head Technology 

Greger has a background from the telecom industry, both from large companies as well as from entrepreneurial 
companies in Sweden (Telia and Ericsson) and USA (Metricom). He also spent 15+ years in investment banking 
(Nordea and Redeye). Furthermore, at Redeye Greger advise growth companies within the technology sector 
on financing, equity storytelling and getting the right shareholders/investors (Corporate Broking). Coder for two 
published C64-games. M.Sc.EE and M.Sc.Econ.

Johan Ekström
Client Manager

Johan has a Master of Science in finance from the Stockholm School of Economics, and has studied e-com-
merce and marketing at the MBA Haas School of Business, University of California, Berkeley. Johan has worked 
as an equity portfolio manager at Alfa Bank and Gazprombank in Moscow, as a hedge fund manager at EME 
Partners, and as an analyst and portfolio manager at Swedbank Robur. At Redeye, Johan works in the Corporate 
Broking team with fundamental analysis and advisory in the tech sector.

Erik Rolander
Client Manager

Erik has a Master’s degree in finance from Linköpings Universitet. He has previously worked at Remium as a 
tech analyst and product manager for the equity research platform Introduce.se, which today is owned by ABG 
Sundal Collier. At Redeye, Erik works with Corporate Broking for the Technology team.

Niklas Blumenthal
Client Manager

Niklas has studied business administration at Uppsala University and has over 20 years of experience in the 
financial market. He has previously worked as client manager at Nordnet, CMC Markets, Remium and ABG  
Sundal Collier. At Redeye, Niklas works with Corporate Broking in both Technology and Life Science teams.

Håkan Östling
Head of Research & Sales

Håkan holds a Master of Science in Economics and Financial Economics at the Stockholm School of  
Economics. He has previously worked with equity research, corporate finance and management at  
Goldman Sachs, Danske Bank and Alfred Berg. At Redeye, Håkan works with management in both analysis  
and other corporate governance.
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THE REDEYE TECHNOLOGY TEAM

Mattias Ehrenborg
Analyst

Mattias is an equity analyst within Redeye’s technology team, focusing on the renewable energy & cleantech 
sector. He holds a BSc in Business and Economics from Uppsala University. Mattias has previously worked 
at ABG Sundal Collier as a part of the Capital Goods team, primarily focusing on the renewable energy & 
cleantech sector.

Jonas Amnesten
Analyst

Jonas is an equity analyst within Redeye’s technology team, with focus on the online gambling industry. He 
holds a Master’s degree in Finance from Stockholm University, School of Business. He has more than 6 years’ 
experience from the online gambling industry, working in both Sweden and Malta as Business Controller within 
the Cherry Group.

Henrik Alveskog
Analyst

Henrik has an MBA from Stockholm University. He started his career in the industry in the mid-1990s.  
After working for a couple of investment banks he came to Redeye, where he has celebrated 10 years  
as an analyst.

Forbes Goldman 
Analyst

Forbes is an equity analyst within the technology team at Redeye. He holds a BSc in Business and Economics 
from the Stockholm School of Economics and has also completed an academic exchange semester in Mexico 
City.

Douglas Forsling 
Analyst

Douglas is an equity analyst in the technology team with a focus on the online gambling sector and fintech 
sector. He holds a Bachelor’s degree in finance and an unfinished Master’s degree in Operational Management 
and Control from Stockholm University, School of Business. In addition, he has studied abroad in Hong Kong, 
Beijing, and Oxford. He has had positions in SEB, Nordic Capital, and Danone. He has also produced a finance 
podcast for nearly two years.

Jesper Henriksson
Analyst

Jesper is an equity analyst in the technology team with a focus on telecom, automotive tech and more. He 
holds a Master’s degree in Industrial Engineering and Management from Lund University, institute of technol-
ogy. In addition, he has studied abroad in Madrid. He has previously worked as an entrepreneur, management 
consultant and business development manager at a B2B SaaS company. He has also run a stock-research blog 
for nearly five years.

Mats Hyttinge
Analyst

Mats is an equity analyst in the technology & life science team at Redeye. He has an MBA and Bachelor degree 
in Finance from USE in Monaco.
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THE REDEYE TECHNOLOGY TEAM

Danesh Zare 
Analyst

Danesh has a Master’s degree in mechanical engineering from the Royal Institute of Technology. He has 
previously worked as a Calculation Engineer for more than 6 years, holding positions at both Scania and Volvo 
Trucks. He also produced a finance podcast for nearly two years. Danesh joined Redeye in 2020 and works as 
an equity research analyst, covering companies in the tech-sector, with a focus on gaming companies

Viktor Westman
Analyst

Viktor read a Master’s degree in Business and Economics, Finance, at Stockholm University, where he also sat 
his Master of Laws. Viktor previously worked at the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority and as a writer at 
Redeye. He today works with equity research at Redeye and covers companies in IT, telecoms and technology.

Mark Siöstedt 
Analyst

Mark has a Master’s degree in Accounting and Finance from Lund University. He has a dual role within  
Redeye as an editor (quality assurance and Top Picks) and as an equity analyst on the technology team.

Oskar Vilhelmsson
Analyst

Oskar holds a BSc in Finance from University of Gothenburg and has previously worked as a consultant within 
Investor Relations. Oskar works as an equity analyst, covering companies in the tech sector with a prime focus 
on cleantech and consumer discretionary. 

Tomas Otterbeck
Analyst

Tomas gained a Master’s degree in Business and Economics at Stockholm University. He also studied  
Computing and Systems Science at the KTH Royal Institute of Technology. Tomas was previously responsible 
for Redeye’s website for six years, during which time he developed its blog and community and was editor of its 
digital stock exchange journal, Trends. Tomas also worked as a Business Intelligence consultant for over two 
years. Today, Tomas works as an analyst at Redeye and covers software companies.

Fredrik Nilsson
Analyst

Fredrik is an equity analyst within Redeye’s technology team. He has an MSc in Finance from  
University of Gothenburg and has previously worked as a tech-focused equity analyst at Remium.
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TECHNOLOGY SELECTED TRANSACTIONS

2017–2019

FEBRUARY 2018
Private Placement

20 MSEK

APRIL 2018  
Private Placement

20 MSEK

MAY 2018 
IPO

30 MSEK

JUNE 2018 
Private Placement

50 MSEK

OCTOBER 2018 
Direced Issue

43 MSEK

NOVEMBER 2018 
Rights Issue 

25 MSEK

JUNE 2018 
Rights Issue

Join Lead Manager
127 MSEK

JUNE 2018 
Private Placement

108 MSEK

OCTOBER 2018 
Right Issue
39 MSEK

OCTOBER 2018 
Directed Issue

21 MSEK

MARCH 2020
Rights Issue

36 MSEK

DECEMBER 2020
Private Placement

52 MSEK

MAY 2019 
Rights Issue

Co-Lead Manager
135 MSEK

OCTOBER 2020 
Rights Issue

57 MSEK

OCTOBER 2020
Directed Issue

66 MSEK

OCTOBER 2020 
Rights Issue

50 MSEK

NOVEMBER 2020 
Directed Issue + Rights Issue

204 MSEK

NOVEMBER 2019 
IPO

26 MSEK

DECEMBER 2019 
Pre-IPO

18 MSEK

MAY 2019 
Directed Issue + Rights Issue

139 MSEK

JUNE 2019 
Rights Issue 

40 MSEK

OCTOBER 2019 
Rights Issue

51 MSEK

APRIL 2019 
Dual Listing 

10 MSEK

APRIL 2019
Rights Issue
102 MSEK

MARCH 2019 
IPO

80 MSEK

JANUARY 2019 
IPO

Joint Bookrunner 
120 MSEK

NOVEMBER 2017 
IPO

60 MSEK

NOVEMBER 2017 
IPO

180 MSEK

NOVEMBER 2017 
Private Placement

9 MSEK

OCTOBER 2017 
22 MSEK

APRIL 2017 
IPO

60 MSEK

RECENT

FEBRUARY 2021 
Private Placement

53 MSEK
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KEY DRIVERS

Rapid data traffic growth 
The rapid mobile data traffic growth continues. According to 
Ericsson’s latest mobility report from November 2020, the 
data traffic has been growing at a steady pace of over 50%, 
as can be seen in the graph below. 

The data traffic is expected to continue to grow at a rapid 
pace of CAGR 28% until 2026, although newer data from 
Ericsson in February 2021 indicates that 2020 finished much 
stronger than expected, which suggests that the Ericsson’s 
projections will be updated and raised once again. 

The rapid data growth is due to higher consumption of 
data-heavy content. This requires improved efficiency and 
capacity from the cellular networks, which will be a main 
differentiator compared to 4G LTE. We will now discuss  
some of the key technologies for 5G.   

Improved antenna technologies  
& mmWave as an enabler 
While 4G LTE can offer download speeds in hundreds of 
Mbps, 5G is expected to bring peak data rates in Gbps. This 
will be enabled by increased use of high capacity spectrums. 
Ultra-high-speed is achieved by using millimeter wave 
(mmWave) frequency bands. The use of mmWave techno-
logy offers higher throughput (speed) through increased 
bandwidth, at the expense of weaker coverage as the shorter 
signals cannot travel as far. mmWave therefore requires 
network densification, i.e. building more cells sites with 
shorter distance, in order to improve capacity and coverage. 
Antenna technologies that enhances the signals, like beam-
forming and MIMO, are important complements to unleash 
the power of mmWave. 

However, far from all 5G connections will be mmWave based. 
The specifications are divided into different frequency ranges, 
such as FR 1 (sub-6GHz) and Fr 2 (>24 GHz). Sub-1GHz has 
an important role in widespread coverage and support of IoT 
services, while 1-6GHz offers a mix of coverage and capacity 
advantages. 

Aside of mobile broadband, the higher data transfer speed 
of 5G also makes it highly relevant for fixed wireless access 
(FWA) use cases. FWA will be a complement and a substitute 
to fiber-to-the -home (FTTH) connections, replacing last-mile 
cables with wireless connectivity. Importantly, 5G and fiber 
are not mutually exclusive. On the contrary, 5G will require 
lots of fiber to connect the new cell sites, meaning 5G is not  
a threat to fiber companies, in our view. According to The 
Fiber Broadband Association, 5G requires 16 times as much 
fiber as 4G.  

Mobile data traffic growth

Source: Ericsson Mobility Report
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It is not just about telecom
There are, simply put, three main scenarios supported by 5G: 
enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), massive machine-type 
communications (mMTC), and ultra-reliable and low latency 
communications (URLLC). The advantages of 5G are not  
limited to the telecommunication industry and smartphones. 
The increased demand for improved connectivity is also 
driven by new, emerging technologies that impose needs 
for greater transmission speeds, lower latency, and reliable 
connections to accommodate data-heavy transmissions  
and mission critical applications. Some examples include 
autonomous vehicles, machine to machine connections  
(industrial IoT), virtual reality, augmented reality, and indu-
strial automation (the so-called Industry 4.0 trend). In other 
words, introducing the next-gen wireless network standard  
is crucial for a vast number of industries. 

Major 5G investments across the board
According to Global Mobile Suppliers Association (GSA), 
409 operators in 129 countries/territories are investing in 
5G, whereof 58 operators are involved 5G standalone. GSA 
states that there are 125 operators in 52 countries that have 
announced 3GPP-compatible 5G service launches, compared 
to 39 operators in August 2019. In the beginning of March 
2021, Ericsson had 131 commercial 5G contracts and 79 live 
5G networks. 
 
The deployments can be split into three different categories: 
1) New sub-6GHz bands, 2) mmWave deployments, and 3) 
deployments in existing LTE bands. The first deployments 
were so-called non-standalone (NSA), i.e. the early version of 
5G, where the new deployments were making use of existing 
4G LTE hardware infrastructure, with enhanced mobile broad-
band (eMBB) being the primary use case.
 
One should note that the roll-out will be slow, similar to 4G. 
5G is therefore a lengthy growth trend that will play out over 
many years, as indicated in the graph below. For instance,  
in 2025, 4G and other technologies will still account for  
the majority of the total (54% vs. 46% 5G), according to  
Ericsson. 5G will become the main technology as late as 
2026, although only by a minor margin (54%). 

5G – NOW A REALITY

Rollouts of new mobile communication networks require 
enormous investments. Operators are expected to invest 
over USD 850 bn in 5G related capex between 2020 and 
2025, according to the GSM Association (GSMA). Apart from 
large investments in network equipment, operators are also 
spending substantial amounts on spectrum licenses. 

Over 600 5G devices announced
According to GSA, there were over 628 announced 5G  
devices in the beginning of March 2021, which equals a  
21% quarterly increase. Out of these 628 devices, 404 were 
commercially available, corresponding to a 33% quarterly 
growth. These available or forthcoming 5G devices were  
announced by a total of 119 vendors. In total, 306 phones 
have been launched, whereof 274 currently commercially 
available, according to GSA. We also note launches of  
122 FWA CPE devices (indoor & outdoor), whereof 47  
commercially available. About two thirds are modules.  
Close to 30% are related to routers, gateways, and modems. 
The rest is a mix of e.g. hotspots, laptops, tablets, drones, 
robots, dongles, TVs, and cameras.

Regional status 
The leading 5G countries are still US, South Korea, Japan, 
and China. The major carriers in US (AT&T, Verizon, Sprint & 
T-Mobile) launched 5G in 2018-2019. In South Korea all three 
players (SK Telecom, KT and LG Uplus) have also launched. In 
July 2020, it was reported that the total number of 5G users in 
South Korea had reached 8.65 million users, according to the 

Mobile data traffic per technology

Source: Ericsson Mobility Report
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country’s Ministry of Science and ICT. Japan (NTT DOCOMO 
and KDDI, SoftBank and Rakuten) initially targeted a launch 
for the summer Olympic Games in Tokyo 2020, but this  
was postponed to 2021. In China, the major carriers (China 
Unicom, China Mobile and China Telecom) launched in 2019. 
By September 2020, China had built 500 000 base stations. 
The Chinese Academy of Engineering believes the total  
number of Chinese 5G base stations could exceed 1.7m by 
the end of 2021. According to GSMA, the 5G penetration will 
be highest in the US in 2025 (48%), closely followed by China 
(47%). The corresponding figure for Europe is 34%.   

Europe is usually referred to as left behind in the 5G context. 
However, we argue there is a lot going on behind the scenes. 
According to the European 5G Observatory, there were  
199 5G trials in EU (incl. 80 trials in United Kingdom), by  
the end December 2020, compared to 153 in June 2019.  
Including Russia, San Marino, Norway, Turkey and Switzer-
land, the number of trials is 245. The top countries in EU  
are (in order) Netherlands and Poland (60 each), followed  
by Finland, and Spain. 13 member states have published 
national 5G road maps. Only 36% of the EU 5G pioneer 
spectrums (700 MHz, 3.4-3.8 GHz, and 26 GHz) had been 
assigned, in comparison to 14% in June 2019.  

Source: Redeye Research

Value chain 
While 5G has a complex ecosystem that will have an  
immense impact on a range of industries, we have made 
a simplified, conceptual image of the value chain below, 
consisting of technology/component providers, system 
equipment manufacturers, mobile carriers, and device  
manufacturers. Typically, the network operators are usually 
the ones that face the end users (enterprises and consu-
mers). Some players are vertically integrated and provide 
products and services in several parts of the value chain. 
Most notably, Huawei and Samsung both provide devices 
(e.g. CPEs and smartphones) as well as infrastructure  
equipment. Major semiconductor companies like e.g.  
Qualcomm, Broadcom and NXP are some other important 
5G stakeholders worth mentioning.  

5G – NOW A REALITY
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SHARE PERFORMANCE

Flat performance for the global telecom index
Looking at Dow Jones Global Telecommunications Index, 
the aggregated market values of telecom stocks have been 
roughly flat during the past five years, following a strong 
rebound from the pandemic lows in March 2020. We believe 
this has been related to a lack of growth prospects prior to 
the 5G take-off and its associated investment cycle. On  
average, we think the telecom index performance should 
improve when the 5G roll-outs speed up.   

Dow Jones Global Telecommunications Index

Source: Bloomberg, Redeye Research
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VALUATION METRICS

Valuation metrics 
In the peer table below, we include a Bloomberg selection  
of In the peer table below, we include a Bloomberg selection 
of the most relevant telecom players. Overall, similar to  
our last 5G report, larger operators are trading at higher 
multiples than the big telecom equipment vendors (excluding 
outliers). EV EBIT-multiples are e.g. about twice as high for 
the operators. Both groups are expected to grow by low-digit 
percentages, in line with GDP, which is similar to two years 
ago. However, we note a major change in operating margins 

Enterprise Value Sales CAGR
Company Currency mn. 21E 22E 21E 22E 2019-2022E 20 21E 22E
Equipment vendors
ERICSSON LM-B SHS SEK 343228 1.4 1.4 12.3 10.0 3% 13% 12% 14%
NOKIA OYJ EUR 17825 0.8 0.8 11.1 8.6 -2% 8% 8% 10%
ZTE CORP-A USD 151616 8.6 7.7 123.8 101.4 14% n/a 7% 8%
Average 170890 3.6 3.3 49.1 40.0 5% 10% 9% 10%
Median 151616 1.4 1.4 12.3 10.0 3% 10% 8% 10%

Telecom operators
TELIA CO AB SEK 237849 2.7 2.8 19.5 19.4 0% 35% 14% 14%
TELE2 AB-B SHS SEK 111192 4.2 4.1 20.3 18.3 0% 20% 21% 22%
TELENOR ASA NOK 345585 2.9 2.8 12.7 12.3 2% 24% 23% 23%
ELISA OYJ EUR 9582 4.9 4.8 22.1 21.2 2% 22% 22% 23%
ICE GROUP AS NOK 9966 4.2 3.6 -53.4 219.0 14% -24% -8% 2%
AT&T INC USD 425131 2.5 2.5 15.4 14.4 -2% 16% 16% 17%
VERIZON COMMUNICATIONS INC USD 359515 2.7 2.6 11.2 10.9 1% 25% 24% 24%
T-MOBILE US INC USD 253443 3.2 3.1 30.2 26.9 22% 13% 11% 12%
Average 219033 3.4 3.3 9.7 42.8 5% 16% 15% 17%
Median 245646 3.1 3.0 17.4 18.8 2% 21% 18% 20%

Component providers
HEXATRONIC GROUP AB SEK 4532 1.8 1.8 19.0 15.9 17% 9% 9% 10%
GAPWAVES AB SEK 1506 38.6 38.6 -88.6 -68.5 n/a -258% -44% -42%
SIVERS SEMICONDUCTORS AB SEK 4111 20.3 20.3 -77.1 139.1 63% n/a -26% 7%
RANPLAN GROUP AB SEK 162 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a -347% n/a n/a
ENEA AB SEK 5350 5.4 5.4 22.4 18.9 4% 24% 24% 25%
CLAVISTER HOLDING AB SEK 518 3.1 3.1 -20.7 -103.6 19% -40% -15% -2%
TECNOTREE OYJ EUR 170 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 37% n/a n/a
NETMORE GROUP AB SEK 158 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a -178% n/a n/a
Average 2063 13.8 13.8 -29.0 0.4 26% -108% -10% -1%
Median 1012 5.4 5.4 -20.7 15.9 18% -40% -15% 7%
Source: Bloomberg, Redeye Research

EV/Sales EV/EBIT EBIT-margin

for the equipment providers. On average, the Bloomberg  
EBIT margin consensus is now 10%, in comparison to around 
7% two years ago.  

Looking at the 5G-exposed small- and mid-cap companies, 
most of them are not expected to turn to profit in the near 
term, as they are in high-growth mode. There is a major  
expected growth ahead, which is reflected in significantly 
higher EV/S multiples.
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Covered Companies
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Clavister Holding CLAV Company page

https://www.redeye.se/company/clavister-
holding

Publication date
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Analyst

Forbes Goldman
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Conflict of interests

Forbes Goldman owns shares in Clavister Holding: Yes
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Snapshot

Clavister Holding
OMXS30

Marketplace First North Stockholm

CEO John Vestberg

Chairman Viktor Kovacs

Share information

Share price (SEK) 7.4

Number of shares (M) 54.8

Market cap (MSEK) 404

Net debt (MSEK) 115

Financials

Redeye Estimates

2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E

Revenue, MSEK 123 128 169 205 250

Growth 10.6% 3.9% 31.8% 21.3% 22.0%

EBITDA -39 -20 4 34 49

EBITDA margin Neg Neg 2.3% 16.7% 19.5%

EBIT -81 -56 -25 -5 17

EBIT margin Neg Neg Neg Neg 6.8%

Pre-tax earnings -113 -87 -43 -19 7

Net earnings -142 -87 -34 -15 6

Net margin Neg Neg Neg Neg 2.3%

Dividend/Share 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

EPS adj. -5.52 -1.59 -0.62 -0.27 0.10

P/E adj. -2.7 -9.6 -11.7 -27.3 70.1

EV/S 4.7 7.3 3.3 2.7 2.2

EV/EBITDA -14.7 -47.6 141.9 16.4 11.1

Last updated: 2021-03-09

Owner Equity Votes

Duesseldorf, HSBC Trinkhaus And Burkhardt AG 9.9% 9.9%

Avanza Pension 7.5% 7.5%

ÖstVäst Capital Management 6.5% 6.5%

Goldman Sachs International LTD 6.4% 6.4%

SPSW Capital 4.5% 4.5%

Tommy Forsell 4.0% 4.0%

Lupus alpha 3.1% 3.1%

Rbc Investor Services Bank S.A 2.8% 2.8%

Formue Nord A/S 2.8% 2.8%

Stena 2.7% 2.7%
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Company description
Clavister is a leading European cybersecurity vendor with over 20 years of

experience. Seated in Sweden, the company has customers—communication

service providers, governments, enterprises, and managed security service

providers (MSSPs)—in more than 150 countries. Clavister provides unique

security solutions to protect their digital assets and secure business continuity.

The company is, since 2014, listed on Nasdaq First North.

Investment case
• Set to benefit from stringent EU laws that benefit European cybersecurity

vendors.

• Cybersecurity is a growing market and provides plenty of headroom for

Clavister to grow.

• Considerably improved financial position

Unique position – European trademark

Clavister’s position as a European cybersecurity vendor is in itself a competitive

advantage. In a global context, where competition is dominated by a number of

countries (predominantly the US, China and Israel), the European trademark is a

manifestation of reliance. To a greater extent, we see how EU institutions are

announcing laws and policies (NIS Directive & EU Cybersecurity Act) that

regulate purchases and certifications of cybersecurity products – benefitting

EU vendors.

A large (and growing) market

The World Economic Forum lists cyberattacks as the 6th most likely and 8th

most impactful in its Global Risks Report (2020) – expected to incur damages

amounting to US 6 trillion by 2021. While cyberattacks are expected to increase

in scope, frequency, and intensity, so will demand for cybersecurity products.

The global cybersecurity market is already huge, estimated to be worth USD

251 billion by 2023.

Large equity issuance

Clavister undertook a large equity issuance during 2020, raising in excess of

SEK 200m. Fully capitalized, Clavister will be able to use the net proceeds for

the development of sales, marketing (including a likely build-up of working

capital) in addition to strengthening its balance sheet (reduce debt). We expect

that investments in its go-to-market capabilities will yield a continuation of

agreements with customers and partners.

Strong financial key metrics and customer portfolio

Clavister has i) 16 consecutive quarters of Y/Y order intake growth, ii) +50%

recurring revenues (and increasing), iii) +80% gross margins (and increasing),

iv) +90% software license retention rate (last three years), and v) a strong and

growing funnel of business opportunities.

Some of its high-profile customers to date include Nokia, Ericsson, IWG, 

BAESystems, NTTBP, and E.ON. Furthermore, it has managed to create a 

healthy mix of large accounts and thousands of smaller customers – 

demonstrating strong independence.

Counter-Thesis

A broad product portfolio is a prerequisite to maintain competitiveness in the

long-term and Clavisters development into a comprehensive solution should of

course be seen as a positive. However, one major setback Clavister faces

versus its bigger competitors are the lack of financial muscles for acquisitions

as a mean of broadening its product portfolio. We believe the high level of M&A

activity in the cybersecurity market will continue in the coming years as a result

of an ever-increasing need for a broader product portfolio.

Catalyst types

Continuation of agreements

Announcements of high-volume commercial agreements with some of

Clavister’s more significant customers and partners should act as a trigger.

Sustained growth

If Clavister reports consistent revenue growth, performs in line with its key

metric targets and provides a credible path to sustained profitability, the stock

should see a significant uplift.

COVERED COMPANIES
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Snapshot

Enea
OMXS30

Marketplace NASDAQ Stockholm

CEO Jan Häglund

Chairman Anders Lidbeck

Share information

Share price (SEK) 233.5

Number of shares (M) 21.6

Market cap (MSEK) 5,047

Net debt (MSEK) 69

Financials

Redeye Estimates

2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E

Revenue, MSEK 1,001 915 1,043 1,220 1,358

Growth 18.9% -8.6% 14.0% 16.9% 11.3%

EBITDA 341 270 357 455 544

EBITDA margin 34.0% 29.5% 34.3% 37.3% 40.1%

EBIT 255 189 259 332 414

EBIT margin 25.4% 20.6% 24.8% 27.2% 30.5%

Pre-tax earnings 203 164 242 327 410

Net earnings 170 143 200 270 336

Net margin 16.9% 15.6% 19.2% 22.1% 24.8%

Dividend/Share 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.59

EPS adj. 7.96 6.62 9.30 12.28 15.31

P/E adj. 22.7 28.6 24.2 18.4 14.7

EV/S 4.1 4.7 4.7 3.8 3.2

EV/EBITDA 11.9 16.0 13.8 10.3 8.0

Last updated: 2021-03-11

Owner Equity Votes

Per Lindberg 34.1% 34.1%

Avanza Pension 11.4% 11.4%

Swedbank Robur Fonder 9.4% 9.4%

Handelsbanken Fonder 7.2% 7.2%

C WorldWide Asset Management 4.9% 4.9%

JP Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A. 4.9% 4.9%

TIN Fonder 2.7% 2.7%

Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management 2.4% 2.4%

HSBC Bank Plc 2.4% 2.4%

Fondita Fonder 2.1% 2.1%
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Company description
Enea is a global, leading software company with focus on cybersecurity and

cirital telecom network components, like deep packet inspection (DPI), mobile

video optimization, network function virtualization, and policy and access

control. Enea has a long experience in telecom. Over 3 bililion people per day

are depending on Enea's technology Enea's main competitive disadvantage is

related to its large key accounts exposure (~25% Ericsson & Nokia), but this

dependency has decreased over time, following larger acqusitions. Enea has

transitioned to SaaS in many contracts, which has resulted in more stable

recurring revenues - over 50% of total sales. The customers pay a license fee

per engineer when developing its products with Enea's technology. The

company also in most cases earns royalty revenue per sold unit with integrated

Enea technology. Enea invests over 20% of sales in R&D within the many

growth areas mentioned above.

Investment case
• New diversified customer base outgrowing decline of Operating Systems

• The stock market is underestimating the acquisitions

• Earnings releases and further M&A drives the share price

New diversified customer base outgrowing decline of
Operating Systems

Enea’s operating profit has increased by an average of almost 20% annually

since 2013, even though revenue from Ericsson and Nokia has decreased from

60 percent to about 20-25 percent. We argue that Qosmos, Openwave, Atos

and the smaller customers will offset the decline in Operating Systems but that

the stock market has not yet grasped this dynamic. Network Solutions, where

most of the acquired, fast-growing businesses are included, is already more

than twice the size of Operating Systems. One relevant counter argument is

that the acquisitions were made to conceal a steeper decline in Ericsson

revenues, but this does not take away from the fact that the acquired

companies are of high quality. They represent new examples of Enea's long and

successful track record in building billion-kronor software companies through

acquisitions.

The stock market is underestimating the acquisitions

Following the acquisitions Enea is a brand new company. The acquisitions

follow a clear agenda to grow upwards in the software stack, positioning Enea

within virtualization and get the company closer to the end customers. In

particular, we do not think the stock market understands or appreciates the

strong position in telecom operator sales that Enea gained from its

acquisitions. This position is now being leveraged in the new Stratum offering

that has already won two contracts worth over EUR +40m in total. We believe

there is a lot more to come in this space. Common to the Qosmos, Atos, Aptilo

and Openwave acquisitions is that they are all critical components of the

telecom networks of the future. Atos provides application software for policy

and control in handling subscriber information, which is essential for the

operators when it comes to building new business models and create tailor-

made services. Openwave’s technology helps telecom operators handle the

explosive growth in mobile video. 90% of the 5G traffic will be related to video.

Qosmos has carved out a niche where it conducts internet traffic flow analysis/

deep packet inspection (DPI), which is predicted to grow by around 20 percent

annually.

Earnings releases and further M&A drives the share price

Shares have constanly been underappreaciated as the stock market has

neglected and misunderstood the company and its position as a growing,

global software powerhouse with a strong historical track record and an even

brigheter future, considering the 5G positioning. We assume the stock will be

driven by more value-creating acquisitions and, above all, changed perception

when it becomes obvious to the stock market in conjunction with the interim

report that the acquisitions and the smaller customers are outgrowing the

decline in Operating Systems sales.

Catalyst types

Major 5G contracts

Enea has won two major 5G contracts related to subscription data

management, for total contract values of over EUR 40m. We believe there is a

lot more to come in this space.

The market discovers the growth in Qosmos, Openwave etc.

As Qosmos, Openwave and Network Solutions continue to grow larger it should

at some point be obvious for the stock market that the growth in the new areas

and the smaller customers together can offset and outgrow the declining Key

Accounts business.

COVERED COMPANIES
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Snapshot

Ericsson
OMXS30

Marketplace NASDAQ Stockholm

CEO Börje Ekholm

Chairman Ronnie Leten

Share information

Share price (SEK) 106.5

Number of shares (M) 3,334.2

Market cap (MSEK) 354,920

Net debt (MSEK) -28,911

Financials

Redeye Estimates

2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E

Revenue, MSEK 227,216 232,390 239,605 249,710 257,428

Growth 7.8% 2.3% 3.1% 4.2% 3.1%

EBITDA 4,024 34,048 32,381 37,634 41,248

EBITDA margin 1.8% 14.7% 13.5% 15.1% 16.0%

EBIT 10,564 27,808 27,181 32,684 36,562

EBIT margin 4.7% 12.0% 11.3% 13.1% 14.2%

Pre-tax earnings 8,762 27,212 25,981 31,684 35,562

Net earnings 2,223 17,483 18,168 22,521 25,333

Net margin 1.0% 7.5% 7.6% 9.0% 9.8%

Dividend/Share 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 4.00

EPS adj. 0.91 5.65 5.99 7.22 8.01

P/E adj. 89.7 17.3 18.0 15.0 13.5

EV/S 1.1 1.3 1.4 1.3 1.2

EV/EBITDA 63.6 8.9 10.2 8.4 7.3

Last updated: 2021-03-02

Owner Equity Votes

Deutsche Bank Trust co America 11.3% 6.6%

State Street Bank And Trust co 9.3% 5.5%

Investor 7.7% 22.8%

Cevian Capital 5.5% 3.3%

UBS AG London Branch 3.9% 2.4%

Swedbank Robur Fonder 3.9% 2.3%

PRIMECAP 3.7% 2.2%

JPM Chase NA 3.7% 2.2%

BlackRock 3.3% 2.0%

The Northern Trust Company 3.2% 1.9%
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Company description
Ericsson, with a history of over 140 years and operations in 180 countries, is

one of three large global players in the mobile networks market. Ericsson’s

main business areas are Networks (mainly mobile), Digital Services, Managed

Services and Emerging Business/Other, with the first two areas responsible for

the majority of revenues. Ericsson had a turnover in 2020 of roughly SEK 232

billion and an adjusted EBIT margin of around 12.5%.

Ericsson has faced a tough market in recent years, with negative growth

triggering major cost cutting, divestment of Sony Mobile and EMP/modems,

and changes in senior management. This has also activated investments in

new growth areas such as Cloud Services, IP Networks, TV/Media, OSS/BSS

and Industry/Society. However, these new areas have not performed well.

Moreover, in 2018 the mobile network market started to turn around and in

2019 showed good growth of 12%. Growth for 2020 was 2%. We also expect

growth to continue in 2021.

Ericsson is headquartered in Kista (Stockholm), Sweden, and has roughly

100800 employees. The company’s share is listed on NASDAQ.

Investment case
• Ericsson has under delivered during 2016/2017 and the market has been

in decline during these years. However with the strong reports in most

quarters in 2018, 2019 and 2020 and a turning market, the expectations

on the company is now somewhat low

• Ericsson is still top 3 in the world (in telecommunication equipment) with

a solid customer base

• We think the margin going forward will continue to increase due to 5G

revenue growth and effects from efficiency programs. In addition, the

valuation of EV/S 1.4x indicates that the valuation is somewhat low

• Our DCF-model generates a some upside and our fair value of SEK 115

which is higher than the share price is trading at

A recovering company in an improving market…

Ericsson has faced a very tough market in the past couple of years, with its key

customers (operators) holding back their investment due to slow growth and

sliding margins. The markets for mobile communication and mobile networks

have contracted in recent years, while Ericsson still believed there would be a

lot of growth. The company started several new initiatives (Cloud Services,

Media etc.) and was very late in adjusting its organization. We have seen (from

2018) that the company have turned around. This has taken the company back

to a more realistic adjusted EBIT margin of almost 12.5% during 2020.

Ericsson has also a fairly new CEO (2017), Börje Ekholm, and the major

shareholder, Christer Gardell, who have taken a new grip on the company. They

have started to execute the new strategy and Börje has performed very well

during 2018, 2019 and 2020.

…but still top 3 in the world…

Ericsson is still one of the world’s three largest mobile network players, with a

market share of around 30-35%. In addition, the other two players, Chinese

Huawei and Finnish/French Nokia/Alcatel each have market shares of around

30-35% but have their own problems. Huawei is still facing difficulties getting

into America, Europe, Japan and some other markets (especially in 5G), while

Nokia Alcatel is in now emerging from the merger.

The market going forward will open up the tightly closed traditional telecom

sector with new technologies, such as 5G, SDN/NFV and Cloud. This means

that players like Samsung, IBM, Intel, Juniper, Cisco and HP may now have a

shot at this huge potential. Ericsson has a challenge to hinder these new

competitors while still investing wisely and utilizing its core expertise.

Ericsson’s edge is in the radio interface and Systems which, together with an

offer in Services (recurring and rather stable revenues but slightly lower

operating margin and one offs), should be enough to deliver a better margin

going forward.

…and expectations is getting higher

After a rough 2016 and 2017, the share has tumbled and confidence in both the

management team and the Ericsson share have been low. However, after the

good reports during 2018, 2019 and 2020, the valuation (EV/S multiple around

1.4x) indicates that the confidence in the company is back. If we examine

estimates for a few years forward, we believe the market expectations is now

somewhat low after several strong quartely reports. Although we do not expect

any significant growth (a few percent) going forward, we still estimate that

Ericsson can return to a 12-15% adjusted operating margin (in 2021-2023) and

a decent dividend. In addition, Ericsson most imortant segment, Networks,

showed growth in Q1'18-Q4'20 which were very positive.

Bear Points:

There are naturally some major risks in this investerment scenario, such as:

• continued weak/low revenue growth

• problems in China

• intense competition (Huawei, Nokia, Samsung, ZTE)

Catalyst types

Problems in China

Several countires has started to impose restrictions on using Chinese

equipments in 5G-networks which could lead to limited access for Ericsson on

the Chinese home market.This market is some 8% of Ericsson's total revenues.

Large contracts/business deals

Deals in billion USD for 4G, 5G, services etc.

Cutting cost/improved operational efficiencies

Ericsson cost cutting program proceed better than expected and/or they

announce further cost cutting

New patent deals

Samsung has stalled payments during 2021 and forward. A resolution on this

issue would be good news.

Growth long term, returns in the telecom industry

The underlying growth returns in the industry. Some growth has returned during

2018, 2019 and 2020.

COVERED COMPANIES
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Snapshot

Gapwaves
OMXS30

Marketplace First North Stockholm

CEO Lars-Inge Sjöqvist

Chairman Jonas Ehinger

Share information

Share price (SEK) 56.9

Number of shares (M) 27.6

Market cap (MSEK) 1,571

Net debt (MSEK) -78

Financials

Redeye Estimates

2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E

Revenue, MSEK 16 18 26 45 98

Growth 10.2% 46.5% 73.1% >100%

EBITDA -31 -36 -31 -33 -16

EBITDA margin Neg Neg Neg Neg Neg

EBIT -35 -41 -36 -37 -20

EBIT margin Neg Neg Neg Neg Neg

Pre-tax earnings -36 -41 -36 -37 -22

Net earnings -36 -41 -36 -37 -22

Net margin Neg Neg Neg Neg Neg

Dividend/Share 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

EPS adj. -1.39 -1.53 -1.33 -1.38 -0.80

P/E adj. -18.4 -20.8 -40.4 -38.9 -67.2

EV/S 34.2 42.0 54.7 32.5 15.2

EV/EBITDA -18.0 -20.7 -46.6 -44.5 -93.3

Last updated: 2021-03-09

Owner Equity Votes

Cécile Schilliger 21.8% 56.9%

Avanza Pension 5.5% 1.5%

Lars-Inge Sjöqvist 3.7% 8.7%

Alfred Berg Fonder 3.1% 0.9%

BNP Paribas Sec Serv Luxembourg 2.8% 0.8%

Nordnet Pensionsförsäkring 2.7% 0.8%

Jian Yang 2.2% 6.1%

SIX SIS AG 2.1% 0.6%

Bright Peter Leo Ebenezer 2.1% 0.6%

Chalmers Tekniska Högskola 1.4% 0.4%
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Company description
Gapwaves offers wireless communication solutions based on the GAP

waveguide technology, which stems from the research of the late founder Per-

Simon Kildal. The company’s great potential is found in the millimeter wave

antennas that can be applied in expansions of current radio link networks,

automotive radars and eventually 5G deployments.

Investment case
• Attractive application areas within both automotive and telecom for

Gapwaves' 4-10x more power-efficient antennas.

• Contracts with several automotive customers with potential to yield SEK

250m in annual sales.

• The trends towards self-driving cars and increased safety regulations as

well as the coming 5G transformation creates huge market potential.

Two promising application areas for Gapwaves’ differentiated technology

Gapwaves’ product offering is based on the company’s patented waveguide

technology. Its antennas are 4-10x more power-efficient, and the power losses

are thereby reduced. The technology also increases the output power and the

antenna directivity, i.e., the capability to concentrate the radiation in one

direction. These characteristics are especially interesting for a number of

application areas, among them, the 5G transformation, automotive radars, and

last-mile delivery vehicles.

The company currently has five automotive customers, of which one is a

license agreement with Veoneer. We believe these customers could yield

revenue of around SEK 250m annually, given a long-term perspective.

Huge market potential both in automotive and telecom

In the coming years, strong growth is expected in both primary application

areas for Gapwaves’ technology. Thus, it is easy to see that the potential

markets for Gapwaves’ products are enormous. Within automotive, the growth

is in the short term driven by increased regulation to improve safety and, in the

long run, the trend towards self-driving cars, which increases the need for

sensors drastically. The coming shift within the telecom sector to 5G

technology will lead to a surge in demand for suitable equipment for the denser

networks that the new technology will require. Both of these market

developments constitute exciting opportunities for Gapwaves going forward.

Counter Points

Competitors catching up

While competition may be limited at this point, it is expected to increase.

Huber+Suhner is the only competitor that is currently using a similar waveguide

technology. However, with limited success due to volume production issues

according to Gapwaves' CEO.

Nevertheless, other competitors could arise that could affect Gapwaves’

prospects. Another competing technology is, of course, regular patch antennas,

even though they do not have the same technological benefits as do waveguide

antennas. We believe that the potential customers with in-house capabilities to

develop similar products, such as the large system integrators, like Ericsson

and Nokia, pose perhaps the most serious threat.

Uncertainties regarding 5G networks and the telecom opportunity

Even though the 5G transformation is starting to happen, there is still

significant uncertainty regarding how the next generation networks will look

like and how rapid the deployment will be, especially in the higher frequencies.

As of now, Gapwaves has one smaller customer within the telecom segment,

and it remains for Gapwaves technology to prove itself for this application

commercially.

Rapid technological development

Technological development moves quickly in the industries that Gapwaves

focus on, as noted above. Within both the automotive and telecom equipment

industries, the next generation is always around the corner, and products

become obsolete rather fast. Hence, the life cycle of Gapwaves’ product

offering is limited, and the company must address this issue with product

development to have a sustainable business.

Catalyst types

Follow-up orders from automotive customers

Gapwaves has, as mentioned above, attracted a lot of attention from several

automotive customers. Going forward, it is essential that these customers

continue to place follow-up orders, which would indicate that they intend to use

Gapwaves' technology in coming product launches. This would mean volume

orders for Gapwaves, and it would also drive the stock.

5G market take-off & telecom customers

The transformation of the telecom industry, moving from 4G to 5G technology,

is expected to take place in the coming years, and this shift has partially

already begun. Gapwaves will be well-positioned to attract customers from this

segment in addition to automotive, meaning a significant upside potential in

the stock.

Tier 1 customer commercializes technology

In November 2018, Gapwaves announced that it had signed a development

agreement with a Tier 1 automotive supplier. Since then, the customer has

placed several smaller orders. Going forward, the most critical catalyst for

Gapwaves stock would be that the Tier 1 customer moves forward with volume

production and places large follow-up orders.

COVERED COMPANIES
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Snapshot

Hexatronic Group
OMXS30

Marketplace NASDAQ Stockholm

CEO Henrik Larsson Lyon

Chairman Anders Persson

Share information

Share price (SEK) 108.6

Number of shares (M) 38.1

Market cap (MSEK) 4,139

Net debt (MSEK) 127

Financials

Redeye Estimates

2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E

Revenue, MSEK 1,842 2,081 2,590 3,004 3,485

Growth 15.3% 12.9% 24.5% 16.0% 16.0%

EBITDA 197 273 352 463 516

EBITDA margin 10.7% 13.1% 13.6% 15.4% 14.8%

EBIT 106 177 233 279 366

EBIT margin 5.8% 8.5% 9.0% 9.3% 10.5%

Pre-tax earnings 91 165 220 266 354

Net earnings 67 127 167 202 269

Net margin 3.6% 6.1% 6.5% 6.7% 7.7%

Dividend/Share 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.55 0.71

EPS adj. 1.79 3.34 4.39 5.31 7.05

P/E adj. 34.0 19.7 23.0 19.0 14.3

EV/S 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.2 1.0

EV/EBITDA 12.9 10.3 11.3 8.0 6.7

Last updated: 2021-03-05

Owner Equity Votes

Accendo Capital 9.9% 10.0%

Rbc Investor Services Bank S.A 9.9% 10.0%

Handelsbanken Fonder 9.7% 9.8%

Jonas Nordlund 7.6% 7.7%

Efg Bank / Geneva 7.6% 7.7%

Länsförsäkringar Fonder 5.1% 5.1%

Chirp AB 4.7% 4.7%

AMF Pension & Fonder 3.7% 3.7%

Swedbank Robur Fonder 3.1% 3.2%

Consensus Asset Management 2.8% 2.8%
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Company description
Hexatronic is a technology group which specializes in fiber communications

and is listed on Mid Cap Stockholm. The company supply fibre optic products

and solutions and provide a complete range of passive infrastructure for

telecom companies. The Group consists of 16 companies with a total of

around 800 employees with headquarters in Gothenburg.

Hexatronic develops and manufactures its own products and services, as well

as sell and manufacture solutions based on products from leading

manufacturers worldwide. The business has developed to provide more own

products and complete system deliveries - this will provide higher margins and

longer customer agreements. Growth has and will be driven organically and by

acquisitions in its international markets.

Investment case

• Excellent position in exciting segment

• A real quality name in Redeye’s universe

• Core markets poised for structural growth

• Strong momentum likely to further accelerate

Excellent position in exciting segment

Hexatronic has a strong and complete product offering in the attractive FTTH

segment, with an excellent geographic market mix. High quality, unique yet

cost-efficient solutions and a focus on systems sales, distinguish the company.

It has managed to build a strong platform in its chosen growth markets, the US,

UK, and Germany, through a series of successful acquisitions, and appears very

well positioned to capitalise on the expected acceleration of growth.

A real quality name in Redeye’s universe

Applying Redeye’s company rating model, we rate Hexatronic as a true quality

name. It scores very well in all key areas, such as business fundamentals,

financials, and people. It has a strong position and brand in the market, it is

profitable and cash generative with a strong outlook and is also backed by a

strong balance sheet. We feel the company is very well run, mixing favourable

organic growth prospects with acquired growth for promising compounding

effects. In addition, its ESG credentials are outstanding, in our view

Core markets poised for structural growth

We believe the key, large, international markets, the US, UK, and Germany, are in

an early stage of a prolonged and strong growth period. Activity levels are

currently high and increasing, and we expect demand to continue to strengthen

going forward.

Strong momentum likely to further accelerate

Hexatronic enjoyed growing momentum in 2020, topped by a very strong final

quarter – the order backlog is now extremely strong. We believe these trends

have continued into the early part of 2021 and predict a strong demand

environment for multiple years. Indeed, we may be observing an inflection point

– should the corona crisis begin to fade, a further boost is, in fact, likely as

Hexatronic has faced significant challenges due to the imposed restrictions.

Valuation still attractive

Even if the stock has rallied in recent months, it has still underperformed the

markets over the past few years. In 2018-2019 Hexatronic was pursuing

delicate balancing act of building a presence in new markets while Sweden, still

a substantial part, was a declining market. Looking out from here, we believe

the market has yet to fully recognise the extent of this transformation and the

attractive new growth prospects. We view our new valuation range with a Base

Case of SEK145 per share as conservative.

Catalyst types

Delivering the goods

We simply expect the forthcoming financial reports from Hexatronic to confirm

a positive development for the company, helping to drive the shares higher in

the years ahead. It doesn’t have to more spectatcular than that.

Scope for earnings surprises

A strong demand environment is helpful for operating margins. High capacity

utilisation, a strong product offering and thoughtful but low touch efforts to

extract synergies throughout the structure (in areas such as marketing,

procurement and supply-chain optimisation) are all supportive for the EBITA

margin, the company’s target for which was just raised (to 10.0% on a rolling

12-month basis). We believe there could be more upside in this area as growth

accelerates.

Acquisitions

Hexatronic has a strong acquisition track record and more activity of this kind

is a distinct priority going forward. We expect larger deals in the core markets

and opportunistic deals anywhere. Given the compelling industrial logics and a

sound and proven model, we believe the market would view further M&A

activity very favourably

COVERED COMPANIES
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Snapshot

Sivers Semiconductors
OMXS30

Marketplace First North Stockholm

CEO Anders Storm

Chairman Tomas Duffy

Share information

Share price (SEK) 28.1

Number of shares (M) 154.4

Market cap (MSEK) 4,332

Net debt (MSEK) -127

Financials

Redeye Estimates

2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E

Revenue, MSEK 96 96 165 344 1,198

Growth 34.8% -0.2% 71.3% >100% >100%

EBITDA -48 -56 -9 36 415

EBITDA margin Neg Neg Neg 10.5% 34.6%

EBIT -78 -86 -42 -10 344

EBIT margin Neg Neg Neg Neg 28.7%

Pre-tax earnings -87 -201 -44 -11 343

Net earnings -76 -196 -40 -11 343

Net margin Neg Neg Neg Neg 28.7%

Dividend/Share 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

EPS adj. -0.57 -1.27 -0.26 -0.07 2.12

P/E adj. -13.7 -24.4 -103.9 -392.5 12.8

EV/S 10.8 47.5 24.5 11.3 3.1

EV/EBITDA -21.6 -82.0 -429.0 107.9 8.9

Last updated: 2021-03-11

Owner Equity Votes

Rothesay Ltd 23.4% 23.4%

Danske Bank International S.A. 13.4% 13.4%

Keith Halsey 12.9% 12.9%

Swedbank Robur Fonder 11.3% 11.3%

Avanza Pension 6.7% 6.7%

AMF Pension & Fonder 4.2% 4.2%

Nordnet Pensionsförsäkring 2.3% 2.3%

Alfred Berg Fonder 1.5% 1.5%

BNP Paribas Sec Serv Luxembourg 1.4% 1.4%

Tredje AP-fonden 1.3% 1.3%
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Company description
Sivers Semiconductors has extensive experience from developing micro- and

millimeter wave products. The company is focused on the development and

sales of radio frequency components and modules for data- and

communication systems. The most significant area of application is 5G, which

is expected to bring substantial opportunities. In 2017, Sivers Semiconductors

acquired the Scottish foundry CST Global, which produces optical

semiconductors. Common for both business units is that they grow with the

demand for improved data and communication systems.

Investment case

• Strong structural 5G market growth

• Scalable business model with important major partnerships

• Opportunity of Photonics orders from two Fortune 100 companies

• We value Sivers Semiconductors to SEK 44 in a base case scenario

Strong structural 5G market growth

In the coming years, the market for 5G network equipment is forecasted to,

more or less, explode when the industry is preparing for the launch of the new

technology. This will require not only large investments in current networks but

also a densification of networks. The market outlook for fiber-to-the-home

applications is also good, with increased usage of fiber in the networks in

general, worldwide. Thus, the market outlook for Sivers Semiconductors's two

product segments in the coming years is great. We think Sivers

Semiconductors's first major 5G contract of SEK 480m verifies the strong 5G

position. It is a good indication of what is coming.

Scalable business model with important major partnerships

Sivers Semiconductors has partnered up with some of World's largest telecom

equipment suppliers. We think this is a major difference compared to the

company's history. The partners Ampleon and NXP together have a combined

RF power market share of ~80% and sell to all major players. Thus, Sivers

Semiconductors is in a good position when it comes to reaching large potential

customers, and potentially also gain one or several Tier 1 customer. There are

however also smaller equipment vendors, the Tier 2 players, that would be

attractive as potential customers as well. Sivers Semiconductors's SEK 480m

conctract also indicates that the company can win larger customers without

intermediarys.

Opportunity of Photonics orders from two Fortune 100 companies

A large Fortune 100 company interested in semiconductor components from

the Photonics division has placed several pre-series orders totaling over SEK

70m. We believe that if the customer decides to proceed, it will imply very large

volumes (more than 10-15x the pre series orders), representing a significant

growth opportunity, albeit rather binary in nature. It is difficult to assess

whether the customer will move forward with Sivers Semiconductors or not.

However, considering the two follow-up orders and the increase of partnership

during the process, it looks promising thus far. Moreover, in April 2020, Sivers

Semiconductors signed its second Fortune 100 customer.

We value Sivers Semiconductors to SEK 44 in a base case scenario

We currently value Sivers Semiconductors in the base case to SEK 44 per

share, in a fair value range of SEK 11-60 per share. Additional design wins and

contracts will move the share price.

Catalyst types

Change of listing

Sivers will change its listing to the NASDAQ main market. We believe this can

lead to forced buying from index funds.

New design-wins with large telecom players

As of now, Sivers Semiconductors is not profitable and is awaiting its first large

volume orders within wireless. The company’s focus has been to build an

ecosystem of partners and are currently teamed up with two partners that are

suppliers to Tier 1 telecom players – Ampleon and NXP Semiconductors. If the

combined offering of Sivers Semiconductors and its partners were integrated

into one the Tier 1 players’ system, it would mean a real take-off in Sivers

Semiconductors’s sales.

Large orders from Fortune-100 customer

Sivers Semiconductors has, as mentioned above, received substantial

Photonics orders from a Fortune 100 company over the last year, and in

addition signed another Fortune 100 customer. If one or both of these

customers moves forward and decides to integrate Sivers Semiconductors’s

components in their final product, this would entail very large orders and strong

growth for the fiber division. Even though we would expect that such a large

customer would use its bargaining power to put pressure on margins, we

expect that the orders would increase the bottom line and create a substantial

upside in the stock.

5G market takes off

Many industry experts voice the opinion that 5G is happening faster than they

had expected. When the market for 5G telecom equipment in the higher

frequencies takes off, Sivers Semiconductors is in a good position to take part

in the transformation. It would lead to strong growth and would act as a

catalyst for the stock.

COVERED COMPANIES
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PARTICIPANTS NOT COVERED COMPANIES

Accenture
Accenture is a global professional services company with 
leading capabilities in digital, cloud and security. Combining 
unmatched experience and specialized skills across more 
than 40 industries, we offer Strategy and Consulting, Inter-
active, Technology and Operations services — all powered 
by the world’s largest network of Advanced Technology and 
Intelligent Operations centers. Our 514,000 people deliver on 
the promise of technology and human ingenuity every day, 
serving clients in more than 120 countries. 

Huawei
Founded in 1987, Huawei is a leading global provider of infor-
mation and communications technology (ICT) infrastructure 
and smart devices. We have more than 194,000 employees, 
and we operate in more than 170 countries and regions, serv-
ing more than three billion people around the world.

Telia Company 
We’re Telia Company, the New Generation Telco. Our approx-
imately 21,000 talented colleagues serve millions of custom-
ers every day in one of the world’s most connected regions. 
With a strong connectivity base, we’re the hub in the digital 
ecosystem, empowering people, companies and societies to 
stay in touch with everything that matters 24/7/365 - on their 
terms. Headquartered in Stockholm, the heart of innovation 
and technology, we’re set to change the industry and bring 
the world even closer for our customers. 

Netmore
Netmore Group AB is an IoT operator that enables compre-
hensive and dedicated solutions for cities, industries, and 
properties. Together with its partners, it builds secure, reli-
able, and sustainable communication networks and develops 
local and international IoT ecosystems. Netmore Group was 
founded in 2010 and is since 2017 listed on the Nasdaq First 
North.

Lund University, LTH 
LTH is one of the largest faculties at Lund University with 
nearly 10,000 students and 1,500 employees from all over 
the world. At the same time, we are also one of the newest 
additions to the 350-year history of the University, which was 
founded in 1961 and became part of Lund University from 
1969. At LTH, we educate people, build knowledge for the 
future and work hard to develop society. We create space for 
brilliant research and inspire creative development of technol-
ogy, architecture and design. 
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DISCLAIMER

Important information 
Redeye AB (“Redeye” or “the Company”) is a specialist financial advisory boutique that focuses on small and mid-cap growth companies in the Nordic region. We focus 

on the technology and life science sectors. We provide services within Corporate Broking, Corporate Finance, equity research and investor relations. Our strengths are 

our award-winning research department, experienced advisers, a unique investor network, and the powerful distribution channel redeye.se. Redeye was founded in 

1999 and since 2007 has been subject to the supervision of the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority.

Redeye is licensed to; receive and transmit orders in financial instruments, provide investment advice to clients regarding financial instruments, prepare and dissemi-

nate financial analyses/recommendations for trading in financial instruments, execute orders in financial instruments on behalf of clients, place financial instruments 

without position taking, provide corporate advice and services within mergers and acquisition, provide services in conjunction with the provision of guarantees  

regarding financial instruments and to operate as a Certified Advisory business (ancillary authorization).

Limitation of liability 
This document was prepared for information purposes for general distribution and is not intended to be advisory. The information contained in this analysis is based 

on sources deemed reliable by Redeye. However, Redeye cannot guarantee the accuracy of the information. The forward-looking information in the analysis is based 

on subjective assessments about the future, which constitutes a factor of uncertainty. Redeye cannot guarantee that forecasts and forward-looking statements will 

materialize. Investors shall conduct all investment decisions independently. This analysis is intended to be one of a number of tools that can be used in making an 

investment decision. All investors are therefore encouraged to supplement this information with additional relevant data and to consult a financial advisor prior to an 

investment decision. Accordingly, Redeye accepts no liability for any loss or damage resulting from the use of this analysis.. 

Potential conflict of interest 
Redeye’s research department is regulated by operational and administrative rules established to avoid conflicts of interest and to ensure the objectivity and  

independence of its analysts. The following applies:

• For companies that are the subject of Redeye’s research analysis, the applicable rules include those established by the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority   

 pertaining to investment recommendations and the handling of conflicts of interest. Furthermore, Redeye employees are not allowed to trade in financial instruments  

 of the company in question, from the date Redeye publishes its analysis plus one trading day after this date.

• An analyst may not engage in corporate finance transactions without the express approval of management and may not receive any remuneration directly  

 linked to such transactions.

• Redeye may carry out an analysis upon commission or in exchange for payment from the company that is the subject of the analysis, or from an underwriting   

 institution in conjunction with a merger and acquisition (M&A) deal, new share issue or a public listing. Readers of these reports should assume that Redeye   

 may have received or will receive remuneration from the company/companies cited in the report for the performance of financial advisory services. Such   

 remuneration is of a predetermined amount and is not dependent on the content of the analysis. 

Redeye’s research coverage
Redeye’s research analyses consist of case-based analyses, which imply that the frequency of the analytical reports may vary over time. Unless otherwise expressly 

stated in the report, the analysis is updated when considered necessary by the research department, for example in the event of significant changes in market  

conditions or events related to the issuer/the financial instrument.

Recommendation structure
Redeye does not issue any investment recommendations for fundamental analysis. However, Redeye has developed a proprietary analysis and rating model,  

Redeye Rating, in which each company is analyzed and evaluated. This analysis aims to provide an independent assessment of the company in question,  

its opportunities, risks, etc. The purpose is to provide an objective and professional set of data for owners and investors to use in their decision-making. 

Redeye Rating (2021-03-04)
Rating People Business Financials 

5p  22 17 3

3p - 4p 97 80 39

0p - 2p 6 28 83

Company N 125 125 125

Duplication and distribution
This document may not be duplicated, reproduced or copied for purposes other than personal use. The document may not be distributed to physical or  

legal entities that are citizens of or domiciled in any country in which such distribution is prohibited according to applicable laws or other regulations.
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